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CrisisReady –Structure Instead of Chaos in Emergencies

It takes decisions based on facts to keep an emergency from turning into chaos. It takes direct
coordination and collaboration. The typical case involves numerous departments of internal and external
organisations widely spread across locations. Many enterprises have a crisis centre that is ready to act in
such emergencies. With our tried and tested IQCrisisReady IT solution, we enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of your crisis centre.
IQ

CrisisReady makes your crisis centre ready to act at any time and anywhere in the world. The
central database summarising all information and displays real-time maps of the situation.

The benefits at a glance:
Failsafe overall view from the crisis centre
Mobile and decentralised: crisis centre
at your current location
Smooth collaboration and coordination
Suitable also for simulations and training
Complete, transparent documentation
Strategic benefits
Crisis catalogue and log: keys to
mastering the situation
The crisis catalogue navigates you through the
turmoil of crisis. Customised in advance for your
organisation, the catalogue knows everything:
actions, deadlines, distribution lists and more. The
system-log records automatically each detail of the
event. Completely and in transparent form. The
crisis catalogue and logs are fully embedded in
IQ
CrisisReady and ensure the best opportunity for
action and documentation.

Information centre: single point of truth
In a crisis, scattered, non-coordinated information
adds fuel to the fire. IQCrisisReady is a central
database, a SINGLE data exchange that guides
everyone at all times. It coordinates parallel,
centralised and decentralised emergency teams
and supports collaborative logging.

Plug and solve
Simple, intuitive operability is supported by
IQ
CrisisReady with many user devices (monitors,
PCs, handheld and mobile devices). This means
that even before arriving at the scene individually
customised information is presented – in the form
of a clear overview map of the situation.

Your point of view: information filters
Every category of users is presented with precisely
the information they require and should receive. No
flood of information, no gaps. Users within the
organisation and outside: management, emergency
response staff and media. Output and dispatch of
images, maps showing current progress or press
releases are performed automatically (optionally
with prior approval).

In brief
Crises are unavoidable. Master every crisis with IQCrisisReady, the IT solution that best
structures the situation, delivering a basis for decisions and actions. Benefit from
professional crisis management, which can save lives. As well as your image and
profitability.
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